For decades, performance comparisons between real estate and financial assets have repeatedly indicated that private real estate investment exhibits significantly higher risk-adjusted returns than publicly traded financial assets such as common stocks. That is, there is an apparent "real estate risk premium puzzle." In this paper, we find that the seemingly superior risk-adjusted returns of real estate may be caused by inappropriate adoption of the conventional risk measure to real estate, a measure that completely ignores the non-i.i.d. nature of the asset's return distribution, as well as its illiquidity risk. We develop a modified performance measure-a Sharpe ratio for real estate-to capture the time-dependent nature of real estate risk by incorporating illiquidity risk in a closed-form formula. Our finding shows that, once the real estate risk is properly measured, the longstanding "real estate risk premium puzzle" no longer exists. Our approach also shows that real estate price risk over time can be accurately obtained through empirical estimation without relying on a simplification assumption of a particular distribution like the i.i.d. assumption.
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The Real Estate Risk Premium Puzzle: A Solution
[Abstract] For decades, performance comparisons between real estate and financial assets have repeatedly indicated that private real estate investment exhibits significantly higher risk-adjusted returns than publicly traded financial assets such as common stocks. That is, there is an apparent "real estate risk premium puzzle." In this paper, we find that the seemingly superior risk-adjusted returns of real estate may be caused by inappropriate adoption of the conventional risk measure to real estate, a measure that completely ignores the non-i.i.d. nature of the asset's return distribution, as well as its illiquidity risk. We develop a modified performance measure-a Sharpe ratio for real estate-to capture the timedependent nature of real estate risk by incorporating illiquidity risk in a closed-form formula. Our finding shows that, once the real estate risk is properly measured, the long-standing "real estate risk premium puzzle" no longer exists. Our approach also shows that real estate price risk over time can be accurately obtained through empirical estimation without relying on a simplification assumption of a particular distribution like the i.i.d. assumption.
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According to a recent survey reported by the Yale School of Management (Goetzmann and Dhar (2005) ), there is strong evidence that the majority of some 173 surveyed leading institutional investors and fund managers regard the Modern Portfolio Theory (Markowitz (1952) ) as the basic analytical framework for making asset allocation decisions about mixed-asset investment portfolios that include real estate. Although many investors perceive real estate as offering potential diversification benefits, they are most concerned with the accuracy and reliability of the statistical estimates of real estate return and risk. In particular, the risk due to illiquidity (or lack of liquidity) is reported as the leading risk factor that affects real estate allocation decisions. Such concerns are justified because, in the current practice of applying the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) via mean-variance optimization to mixed-asset portfolio analysis, the illiquidity risk is not quantified and incorporated into the risk measurement of real estate. As the result, real estate appears to exhibit significantly higher risk-adjusted returns than other assets, such as stocks and bonds.
This is a widely documented observation known as the "real estate risk premium puzzle." It is the direct cause of another equally famous puzzle known as the "real estate allocation puzzle," which refers to the large discrepancy between the academic proposition of 15% to 40% real estate allocation in mixed-asset portfolios and the reality that leading institutional portfolios typically contain only about 3% to 5% in real estate. 1 The key to the reconciliation of such discrepancy is to find out if there is indeed a "real estate risk premium puzzle". This is critical to the application of MPT because the mean-variance optimization process has proven so sensitive to the risk and return inputs that reasonable asset allocation cannot be obtained without the performances of competing asset classes being measured properly and fairly. Our objective for this paper is to provide a solution to the "real estate risk premium puzzle".
The Real Estate Risk Premium Puzzle
It has been extensively documented in the real estate literature that private real estate equity (as exemplified by the NCREIF property indices 2 ) exhibits much higher risk-adjusted returns than other asset classes such as common stocks and bonds. The phenomenon is so widely reported that it can be found in nearly every study published in the last twenty years that investigates the role of real estate in the construction of optimal mixed-asset portfolios.
Although the body of the literature is too large to be reviewed here in detail, it suffices to say that the findings are more than anecdotal, for the same evidence is presented by many studies using different data sources over different time periods. And such evidence can be readily 1 The Yale report echoes an earlier survey by Pension & Investments (2002) , which reported that the top 200 defined-benefit pension funds had only about 3% of their total assets in private real estate equities. 2 The National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) maintains and publishes the NCREIF Property Index, which has been widely accepted as the performance benchmark for commercial real estate in the U.S. For more information, visit www.ncreif.com.
reproduced by simple computations. For example, by collecting quarterly return indices, we can easily produce a comparison of the risk and returns of various assets as shown in Table 1 . As shown above, the private equity real estate indices (NCREIF overall and the sector indices) all exhibit average returns that are slightly lower, but fairly comparable to common stocks (particularly to the NASDAQ and Dow Jones Industrial indices), but the return volatilities of real estate are only a small fraction of that of stocks. As a result, real estate exhibits much higher Sharp Ratios than do common stocks. This is the phenomenon known as the "real estate risk premium puzzle."
A widely-held opinion in the real estate literature is that the low return volatility of the NCREIF index is caused by so-called "appraisal smoothing." Ibbotson and Siegel (1984) is perhaps among the first to use the term "smoothing" to describe the notion that appraisers' opinions of value are inherently based on prior market information of various ages. Relying on prior information may cause appraisers to adjust property value estimates insufficiently to reflect the "true" changes in market condition. As a result, the appraisal-based value index appears less volatile (or more smoothed) than if the index were transaction-based. Because the NCREIF index is based on quarterly appraised values of properties owned by the NCREIF member companies, it is likely to suffer the smoothing bias and exhibits less volatility, thus producing upwardly biased Sharp Ratios for real estate.
Although conceptually appealing, empirical evidence of "appraisal smoothing" has not been conclusive. On one hand, many studies that set out to measure the magnitude of appraisal smoothing have failed to find significant appraisal errors. For example, Cole et al. (1986) and Dotzour (1988) report no statistically significant difference between appraised values and transaction prices for commercial and residential properties. On the other hand, a number of studies over the years have identified appraisal errors in the NCREIF database. However, the magnitudes of the appraisal errors are generally found to be rather moderate.
For example, Geltner and Goetzman (2000) Table 1 ) is simply too large to be dismissed as solely an artifact of smoothing bias.
In this paper, we show that the cause for the seemingly superior performance of real estate lies in how real estate risk is measured. We show that the conventional risk measure (standard deviation of historic returns) has some fundamental problems in capturing the true risk of real estate. The solution to the "real estate risk premium puzzle" lies in the solutions of these problems.
The Problem with the Current Valuation of Illiquid Asset Performance
Fair comparisons of investment performance should be based on assets' risk-adjusted returns. The well-known Sharpe Ratio is perhaps the most common measure for such purpose.
According to Sharpe (1966) , the ratio is defined as 
Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1) yields
Equation (3) can be used to compare the risk-adjusted returns of assets for different holding periods. However, in the world of an efficient market, it is widely accepted that the prices of security assets can be reasonably assumed to follow the so-called geometric 
where u and σ are the expected return and volatility, respectively, of investing in an asset for a single-period. 4 In recognition of a variable risk-free rate, Sharpe (1994) provides a modified version of the ratio as Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) yields the widely used textbook format of Sharpe ratio:
Clearly, the implicit assumption for the Sharpe ratio expressed in Equation (5) is that security asset returns over time are i.i.d. This has a powerful implication because, under this assumption, the Sharpe ratio for a multi-period investment can be expressed in terms of single-period return and risk. The studies by Samuelson (1969) , Merton (1969), and Fama (1970) further show that, under this assumption, an investor's utility maximization over multiple periods are essentially indistinguishable from that over a single-period. In other words, asset valuation and portfolio selection need only to be based on single-period return and risk with no regard to expected holding time. This is the basis for applying renowned single-period models such as the Modern Portfolio Theory (Markowitz (1952) ) and the CAPM (Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) ) to multi-period investment decisions. To extend the applications of these theories, as well as the Sharpe ratio in Equation (5), to thinly-traded assets such as real estate, one must at least answer the obvious question: Can returns of real estate (or any other thinly-traded assets) be reasonably assumed to be independent and identically-distributed?
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In the field of real estate research, this question has been answered by many studies.
For example, Case and Shiller (1989) tests the efficiency of the U.S. housing market and find that housing prices are serially correlated and partially predictable. England et al. (1999) analyzes a large sample of Swedish housing prices and rejected the random walk hypothesis in favor of a first order serial correlation. Leung (2007) constructs an equilibrium model and finds that the auto-correlations and cross-asset correlations of the equilibrium prices and return of assets (housing and equity) will be non-zero. In the commercial real estate market, Young and Graff (1995) and Young (2008) find that the benchmark NCREIF property index returns are neither normal nor stable over time. Overall, it suffices to say that these empirical studies have long established that the real estate market is not efficient and that the real estate price (or return), whether residential or commercial, exhibits strong serial persistence and predictability. That is, they are not i. opposed to the i.i.d. assumption in Equation (4). The authors then empirically examine the risk structure of the OFHEO residential index and find that the residential property data indeed exhibit a risk structure that is far different from the Brownian motion but is reasonably close to their alternative risk structure. This finding raises a broader question: can the similar risk structure be found in commercial real estate, or any other illiquid asset classes?
In the next section, we examine this issue with the NCREIF data.
The Real Estate Return Distribution over Holding Period
In this section, we first verify the finding of Lin and Liu (2008) with the NCREIF Property Index. We show that their finding, though much more reasonable than the i.i.d.
assumption, is an approximation nonetheless. We demonstrate the use of a simple regression to empirically obtain the risk structure without relying on some kind of simplifying assumptions.
Using quarterly NCREIF Property Index from 1978Q1 to 2007Q2, 6 we first compute return indexes for various holding periods ranging from one quarter to 36 quarters (9 years).
We then compute the standard deviation for each return series, which we denote with τ σ , where τ = 1, 2, 3, … 36, and τ σ is the total volatility for holding-period τ . We then repeat the same computation for the quarterly S&P 500 Index. For easy comparison, we standardize
, so that the risk of a single-quarter holding period is scaled down to 1, and we plot the standardized numbers in Figure 1 . Then, given the price risk for a singlequarter holding period being 1, we also plot the multi-period risk increasing along the path of geometric Brownian motion (
, where 1 σ σ = representing the risk of investing for a single-period 7 ) as well as the alternative risk structure derived by Lin and Liu (2008) . (1,1) Alternative risk structure:
Two observations are immediately clear from Figure 1 : first, while the price risk structure of the S&P 500 is reasonably close to the Brownian motion, the NCREIF is far away from that path. Instead, the NCREIF line is rather much closer to the alternative risk structure proposed by Lin and Liu (2008) . This pattern is quite similar to the empirical findings of Lin and Liu (2008) which uses the OFHEO residential property data. Second, the standardized risk of NCREIF closely resembles a straight-line. This feature enables us to empirically model its risk structure, rather than relying on the alternative risk structure, which appears to overestimate the NCREIF risk at longer holding periods. Although Figure 1 provides only 36 quarters of calculation and, given that empirical studies have shown that institutional investors typically hold commercial properties for only five to eight years, 8 modeling the risk structure up to 36 quarters (nine years) is reasonably sufficient. Certainly, provided with sufficient data, investors can extend the range of holding period to any length they prefer.
A likely question to occur at this point may be that, because the NCREIF index is an appraisal-based return series, the risk structure in Figure 1 does not reflect the "true" behavior of NCREIF returns, rather it is just the temporal lag bias caused by appraisal smoothing. For lack of a reliable purchase-transaction-based commercial real estate index, we turn to the residential data to see the effect of appraisal smoothing. We gather two non- Gau and Wang (1994) . Figure 1A shows nearly identical patterns to those in Figure 1 -the NASDAQ index is close to Brownian motion but the two real estate indices lie far above it. Notice that the OFHEO Official Index (which includes appraisals) lies only slightly above the purchase-only index, and is almost identical to the S&P/Case-Shiller ® Index, which is in fact transactionbased. The closeness between the appraisal-based OFHEO Official Index and the two transaction-based indices indicates that, if their differences are indeed caused by the appraisal smoothing effect, such effect is likely to be small. Although this evidence in Figure 1A is from the residential market, given the similar micro-market structure and transaction process in the residential and commercial markets (i.e. prices are formed through sequential search and a random match of buyers and sellers), it is reasonable to expect that the appraisal bias is no more significant in the NCREIF index than in these residential indices, and that the noni.i.d. pattern is not unique to the residential market. In other words, the non-i.i.d. risk structure of the NCREIF Index displayed in Figure 1 cannot easily be dismissed as a result of appraisal bias alone.
Now we return to model the NCREIF line in Figure 1 . Note that the line passes through the point (1,1). Thus we have
where τ is the holding-period, and T β is the slope of the NCREIF line, which can easily be obtained through the following simple regression with τ as the independent variable:
Note that this regression has no intercept, and ε reflects the random error. Once the regression coefficient T β is obtained, we can estimate
The magnitude of T β indicates the degree to which an asset's risk increases with holding period. As T β increases, τ σ grows more quickly as holding-period increases. Replacing the risk structure in Equation (4) with the empirical estimate of Equation (8) 
Note that the model for 2 τ σ is not based on a particular distribution, but rather an empirical estimation, which is in fact more accurate than the Brownian motion or the Lin-Liu alternative in reflecting the real estate's actual return volatilities for various holding periods.
We keep τ r unchanged as it is in Equation (4), since we find that the NCREIF periodic returns are about the same across different holding periods. The expected holding period return u r τ τ = is thus reasonably accurate.
In addition to the NCREIF data, we also collect the quarterly return index of NCREIF sub-indices for four major property types -industrial, office, retail and apartments for the same period, 1978Q1 to 2007Q2. With each of these sub-indices, we repeat the computation on the NCREIF overall index that produced Figure 1 , and conduct the regression in Equation (7). The results are summarized in Table 2 . 
The adjusted R 2 of 0.97 in Table 2 indicates that all five data series exhibit strong linear patterns. From equation (8), the estimated holding-period volatility for asset i can be obtained as
Equation ( 
Given that
T β is likely to be asset-specific, two assets with same single-period risk may have very different holding-period risk (or average risk per period) over multi-period investment, even more so when they are held for different periods of time.
Keep in mind, however, that 2 τ σ captures only the risk due to price volatility, which is based on ex post observed data or after-the-fact basis. In reality, however, when a real estate asset is placed on the market, the time when the property is sold is not known in ex ante. As a result, the investor faces two risks in the real estate market -the price volatility and the uncertain time-on-market. These two risks must be integrated into a single risk metric to capture the overall risk of real estate. We accomplish this in the next section.
Integrating Illiquidity Risk into Real Estate Valuation
We begin by illustrating the real estate transaction process and highlighting the unique feature of the thinly-traded real estate asset. Then we present a formal derivation of an integrated risk metric that captures both price risk and illiquidity risk. A by-product of this development is a modified Sharpe ratio for real estate, which will be used to re-examine the long-standing "real estate risk premium puzzle".
The Real Estate Transaction Process
Figure 2 is a simple illustration of the real estate transaction process. Suppose that an investor purchases a property at time 0, holds it for time t and then places it on the market for sale. Since selling immediately at time t is often not optimal (see Lippman and McCall (1986) ), from the ex ante perspective, the investor faces two sources of risk at the time of sale: the random time-on-market (TOM) and the random future selling price or return (given TOM). Therefore, at the time of sale, the investor's return ex ante of the sale, TOM t r + , can be regarded as a function of these two stochastic variables. Upon successful sale of the asset after a period of time-on-market, TOM, the investor receives a total return of TOM r TOM t + , which is the realized and observable return ex post of the sale. Note that both TOM and TOM r TOM t + are stochastic in nature.
Figure 2 The Real Estate Transaction Process
The above illustration highlights the unique feature of the real estate transaction process. Unlike financial assets, which can be sold instantly at point t, real estate cannot be sold immediately. Instead, the investor must take time to search for potential buyers. Both the final price and the timing of the price are uncertain at initial market time, and the two variables are closely related. 9 Other things being equal, identical properties can realize very different selling prices with different time-on-market. In other words, the realized (observable) selling price is, in part, the outcome of the investor bearing the risk due to the uncertain time-on-market (as well as the associated costs). In addition, the uncertain time-onmarket is set by the investor's optimal stopping rule according to his objective, market condition, and personal constraints. 
The ex ante Real Estate Risk
Given the fact that real estate typically cannot be sold immediately, the holding period of a property with observable transaction price actually consists of two parts-the holding time from purchase to listing the property for sale (t), and the marketing time necessary to reach a contract with a buyer. 11 Therefore, the total holding time until sale is
, Equation (9) can thus be rewritten as:
Therefore, the holding-period return at time of sale (t+TOM) follows the distribution with the mean and variance expressed in Equation (10). That is,
As discussed earlier, at the time the property is placed on the market for sale the investor also faces uncertain time-on-market (TOM). That is, both TOM and the total return upon sale 
11 Typically there is some time lag between when the sales price is agreed upon and when the money changes hands, during which time the seller still holds the property. We ignore this time period because we assume the observed transaction price (or return) reflects the asset's value at the time of contracting, and the seller's return is not affected by this time. 12 For the conditional variance formula, see page 379 of Ross (2002) .
Here we use the term ex ante variance ( ante ex Var − ) to emphasize the fact that, at the initial market time, the investor is uncertain about the price and timing of the realized sale. In other words, the ex ante risk is a forward-looking risk measure that is unconditional upon a successful sale. In contrast, the conventional risk measure is based solely on the prices of the realized sales and ignores the uncertainty of TOM.
From Equation (11) 
We can thus rewrite Equation (12) 
. (17) Equation (17) is a unified risk measure that integrates both price risk and marketingperiod risk of the real estate asset. Such a unified risk metric reveals that the valuation of the thinly traded real estate asset is much more complex than the conventional valuation of the thickly traded asset. In particular, Equation (17) σ ) matter to the overall real estate risk. This is significantly different from Lippman and McCall (1986) which suggests the first moment (expected TOM) is a sufficient measure for illiquidity.
Second, the current practice of using the conventional risk estimate, which is directly borrowed from finance theory, not only fails to account for illiquidity risk but also fails to consider the non-i.i.d. nature of real estate assets. As a result, it underestimates real estate risk.
Third, given the results in Table 2 , if we approximate 1 ≈ T β , Equation (17) Finally, it should be noted that, Equation (17) indicates that the specific distribution of TOM is not necessarily required to be known so long as the mean and standard deviation of the TOM can be estimated.
A Modified Sharpe Ratio for Real Estate
For the ex ante expected return, we first calculate the expected ex post return, conditional upon selling at point (TOM), and then use the Law of Iterated Expectations: 
From Equations (17) and (19), we can conclude that the real estate Sharpe ratio for holding (  (   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   TOM   T  TOM   T  T  T  T The denominator of Equation (20) is Equation (17), which reveals the complex nature of the real estate risk. This modified Sharpe ratio overcomes the two problems with applying the classical Sharpe ratio (Equation (5)) to the thinly-traded real estate asset, namely, the S RE does not rely on the i.i.d. assumption, and it captures the illiquidity risk that is not priced by the traditional finance theory. Using this new Sharpe ratio for real estate, we can now reexamine the long-standing real estate risk premium puzzle.
Solution to the Real Estate Risk Premium Puzzle
In this section, we apply empirical data to the real estate Sharpe ratio in Equation (20) to re-examine the real estate risk premium puzzle presented in Table 1. 14 We use the same NCREIF index data that were used to produce Table 1 . The dataset includes quarterly return series of NCREIF overall and four major types of commercial properties-apartments, industrial, office, and retail. The time span of the data is 1978Q1 to 2007Q2. In order to estimate Equation (20), we need to know the following quantities:
(1) The periodic return and risk of NCREIF indices, u and σ : These are as displayed in Table 1 .
(2) The risk growth factor T β for each data series: This has been done in Table 2. 14 The Sharpe ratios in Table 1 are computed using Equation (5) with quarterly data. It should be noted that, if the "period" is defined as annual as opposed to quarterly, all Sharpe ratios would be twice as large (see Appendix A), but the "risk premium puzzle" still exists.
(3) (20) can be rewritten as investors, we will simply consider a range of holding periods in our analysis. Gau and Wang (1994) analyze over 1,000 Canadian commercial real estate transactions and find average holding periods from five to eight years, depending on property type. Collett et al. (2003) study the UK property market and find that the median holding period of UK properties generally fell from around 12 years in the early 1980s to less than eight in the late 1990s.
Through a sample of small apartment buildings over the period from 1970 to 1990 in the city of San Diego, Brown and Geurts (2005) find that the average holding period for these properties is around five years. In light of these findings, it is reasonable to consider a range of real estate holding period over three to eight years.
With all the parameters in hand, we can estimate the real estate Sharpe Ratios using Equation (21), and present the results in Table 3 . The shaded area in Table 3 corresponds to the more typical real estate holding period of five to eight years. Under reasonable scenarios of time-on-market and investor's expected holding period, the "real estate risk premium puzzle" largely disappears and the real estate Sharpe Ratios are now much in-line with that of stocks in Table 1 .
Generally speaking, the Sharpe Ratios in Table 3 decline as holding-period and/or TOM increases. However, the ranges of the Sharpe Ratios are fairly narrow despite the wide range of assumed TOM and holding period. Some readers may observe in Table 3 that the Sharpe ratio for shorter-run investments is more attractive than for the long-run, and conclude that it is more advantageous to invest in real estate for the short-run. Unfortunately, this seemingly shortrun advantage is elusive simply due to the high transaction costs that prevent frequent trading of real properties. Real estate is known for its high transaction costs. Collett et al (2003) report that the average round-trip cost of buying and selling commercial properties in the U.K. is about 7% to 8% of the asset's value. This cost can only be amortized over longer periods so that the price appreciation net of transaction cost satisfies the investor's objective and justifies the risk. That is why most large institutional investors typically hold their portfolios in private real estate for about five to eight years.
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Conclusions
Performance comparison between real estate and financial assets like common stocks has for years led many real estate researchers to conclude that real estate is a "low risk, high return" asset class that deserves a much bigger role in the institutional mixed-asset portfolios.
In this paper, we have found that the seemingly superior risk-adjusted return of real estate is an illusion caused by inappropriate risk measurement. We show that there are two fundamental problems in applying the conventional risk measure to real estate without any modification with regard to the unique characteristics of real estate. First, the real estate market is inefficient, and property return volatility is holding-period dependent, in contrast to the constant return volatility implied by the i.i.d assumption. Therefore, it is inappropriate to evaluate real estate risk using the conventional single-period performance measure. Second, in addition to the price risk, real estate investors also face the uncertainty of time-on-market.
This illiquidity risk is unique to real estate, and it is inadequate to ignore this part of real estate risk in real estate performance measurement. 16 It can be argued that transaction costs reduces investment returns and can cause the real estate Sharpe ratios in Table 3 to be lower. However, this effect is more pronounced over shorter holding-period but less significant over longer holding-period. For example, an 8% transaction over 8 year holding-period averages about 0.25% per quarter return reduction, which will not change the Sharpe ratios significantly.
The main contribution of this paper is that we develop a modified performance measure-a Sharpe ratio for real estate-to overcome the inadequacy of using the conventional Sharpe ratio to measure the risk-adjusted return of real estate. Our modified Sharpe ratio captures the time-dependent nature of real estate risk by incorporating illiquidity risk in a closed-form formula. Our finding shows that, once the real estate risk is properly measured, the long-standing "real estate risk premium puzzle" no longer exists.
A noteworthy feature of our modified Sharpe ratio is that we do not resort to any particular distribution to replace the prevailing i.i.d. assumption for real estate. Instead, we take advantage of the linear pattern of real estate price volatility growth over time, and obtain the risk structure of real estate through a simple regression (Equation (7)). Our modified Sharpe ratio, therefore, is better rooted in empirical evidence.
As a final note, it might appear to some that, since we have provided an integrated risk measure for real estate (Equation 17), one can simply use this measure to adjust real estate risk and return and re-examine the real estate allocation in mixed-asset portfolios by running the classical mean-variance analysis. While this is certainly a tempting idea, it is necessary to realize that the classical MPT is based on single-period utility maximization, while real estates are typically held for multiple periods. Given the non-i.i.d. nature of real estate, the proper inputs to the MPT (mean and variance) are those measured at the optimal holding period. In other words, mixed-asset portfolio must be optimized for both portfolio weights as well as holding period based on multi-period utility maximization. This implies a fundamental departure from the classical MPT. Optimal asset allocation in such a framework, therefore, requires a new analytical model that extends the classical mean-variance beyond single-period utility maximization.
